Sequence motifs are important in the study of molecular biology. Motif discovery tools efficiently deliver many function related signatures of proteins and largely facilitate sequence annotation. As increasing numbers of motifs are detected experimentally or predicted computationally, characterizing the functional roles of motifs and identifying the potential synergetic relationships between them are important next steps. A good way to investigate novel motifs is to utilize the abundant 3D structures that have also been accumulated at an astounding rate in recent years. This article reports the development of the web service seeMotif, which provides users with an interactive interface for visualizing sequence motifs on protein structures from the Protein Data Bank (PDB). Researchers can quickly see the locations and conformation of multiple motifs among a number of related structures simultaneously. Considering the fact that PDB sequences are usually shorter than those in sequence databases and/or may have missing residues, seeMotif has two complementary approaches for selecting structures and mapping motifs to protein chains in structures. As more and more structures belonging to previously uncharacterized protein families become available, combining sequence and structure information gives good opportunities to facilitate understanding of protein functions in large-scale genome projects. Available
INTRODUCTION
In the past few years, an urgent demand for efficient derivation of sequence motifs has arisen, due to the large number of sequencing projects for various species (1) (2) (3) (4) .
Motifs are frequently observed in biological sequences, such as transcription factor binding sites in DNA sequences and catalytic or protein-protein interaction sites in protein sequences. These motifs have been shown critical for biomolecules to perform their functions. While developing algorithms to discover motifs attracts more and more attention today, efficient determination of the biological roles of such motifs is considered as one of the next important steps (5) .
In proteins, sequence motifs are largely used in automated function annotation and residue characterization. Examples of databases containing protein motifs include PROSITE (2), ELM (3), MnM (6) , BLOCKS (7) and PRINTS (8) . Protein sequence motifs can be roughly categorized into three distinct groups. Motifs of the first group are derived for the goal of function or domain classification, where PROSITE patterns serve as a famous example. The second group focuses more on functional sites of biopolymers, such as catalytic sites and protein-DNA or protein-protein interaction sites. Such motifs often serve as sequence signatures for predicting interacting regions and can be used to predict functionally important residues (9, 10) . Many motifs fall in both the first and the second groups, although they were first derived only for one of the two goals. The third group comprises motifs that are considerably shorter than those in the first two groups. They usually contain only 3-10 residues and are named short linear motifs (4, 11) . Many such particular sequence patterns are shown to provide pivotal functional roles, and some of them are found in intrinsically disordered regions. Both ELM and MnM contain hundreds of such motifs.
In addition to known motifs, novel motifs are continuing to be discovered daily by computational tools. Several pattern mining algorithms, including PRATT (12, 13) , TEIRESIAS (14) , MEME (15), QuasiMotiFinder (16) and MAGIIC-PRO (17) , have demonstrated the potential to discover valuable signatures using sequences only. In addition, many recent studies focus on developing effective methods for short linear motifs (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) . Meanwhile, the task of detecting putative occurrences of these short motifs in sequences is as challenging as that of discovering novel linear motifs and has also attracted as much attention in recent years (3, 6, (23) (24) (25) . Though motifs are detected quickly in silico, validating these novel motifs and associating them with biological functions through experimental methods is expensive both financially and in terms of person-hours. The CompariMotif method was recently proposed to identify and score similarities between linear motifs and provide a search facility to compare the newly discovered motifs with that in databases (5) .
Along with analysis of sequence motifs in a systematic way, exploring sequence motifs in known 3D structures greatly helps to understand how they mediate proteinprotein or protein-ligand interactions (26) (27) (28) . As the number of entries in structure databases increases at an astounding rate, it is greatly desirable to have an easy-to-use exploration tool in which researchers can quickly see the location and conformation of newly discovered motifs among a number of related structures. Several tools have been developed to tackle this issue, including Motif3D (29), 3MATRIX and 3MOTIF (30) and MSDmotif (28) , though most of them do not allow the users specify their own sequence motifs or select appropriate structures for visualization conveniently.
In this article, we present the service seeMotif, aimed at providing an easy-to-use web interface for visualizing and exploring sequence motifs in protein tertiary structures. Here a motif is defined as a pattern or a set of patterns in regular expression form. Entry IDs of PROSITE and ELM databases are also allowed. One of the most distinct features of seeMotif is it accepts multiple motifs in different styles simultaneously, providing an efficient and effective way to compare motifs. Moreover, viewing motifs in tertiary structures reveals the spatial relations of individual motifs, which provides more information about motif synergy than just considering overlapping relationships within sequences. By incorporating the structural data, seeMotif is capable of listing valuable information about sequence motifs, such as the proportion of surface residues and the distance to any ligands. As more and more structures belonging to previously uncharacterized protein families become available, combining sequence and structure information together gives good opportunities to facilitate understanding of protein functions in largescale genome and proteome projects.
METHODS
seeMotif aims to provide a user-friendly environment for visualizing sequence motifs on 3D structures from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (31) . The visualizing procedures should be carefully handled in order to correctly present sequence motifs in protein structures. For long motifs, it is usually the case that none of the sequences from which the motifs are derived have had complete 3D structures experimentally determined. On the other hand, instances of short motifs are abundant in structure databases but many of them might simply happen by coincidence. In this regard, looking for a potential set of PDB structures on which the sequence motifs can be correctly plotted would be the first and the most important step in seeMotif. Conventional pattern matching techniques are not appropriate in handling this issue, because long motifs often miss potential true positives while short motifs usually induce many false positives. Furthermore, some patterns cannot be perfectly matched on PDB chains, due to natural or artificial position mutations or because of missing residues resulting from crystallography limitations. Therefore, seeMotif introduces two better ways for the structure selection procedure. In both ways, users are asked to specify a reference sequence that must match at least one of the motifs in the query. The first method is a three-step filtering procedure to identify potential occurrences of motifs in the homologous structure chains of the reference sequence. The second method looks for potential structures through a pre-constructed interaction network built from protein complexes in PDB. The second approach is based on the assumption that proteins having the same binding partner might contain the same motifs. In the following, we first describe how motifs are expressed and what motif blocks are. After that, the filtering constraints on block level are described, and finally the alternative procedures for structure selection are introduced.
Motif expression
Although there is no universal format for expressing sequence motifs, most motif databases and mining algorithms employ regular expression when describing patterns. Examples of POSIX (Portable Operating System Interface) regular expression are 'P..P', 'L.C.E' and '[RKY]..P..P', where the symbol '.' represents an arbitrary position. An uppercase letter matches the one-letter code of an amino acid defined by the standard IUPAC (The International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry), and a paired square bracket '[]' matches a position where any letter in the bracket is accepted. For example:
[STAIV] matches a position of Ser, Thr, Ala, Ile or Val. In seeMotif, the symbol 'x', which is widely used to represent wildcard in biological convention, is treated the same as '.'. Another adopted form to present motifs is in PROSITE style. An example (PROSITE ID: PS00136, aspartic acid active site of serine proteases) is '
Here, a paired curly brackets '{}' matches a position of any amino acid except for those letters denoted inside. For example: {ERDL} stands for any amino acid except Glu, Arg, Asp and Leu. The symbol '-' is used to separate any two elements described above. A symbol followed by a brackets '()' with one or two numbers inside provide a succinct notation of repeated elements. For example, x(3) equals to x-x-x; x(2,4) can be x-x, x-x-x or x-x-x-x; A(3) corresponds to A-A-A.
Motif blocks
A block is a sub-motif which contains no flexible wildcard regions, such as x(2,3), and no wildcard regions longer than four, such as x(5). In other words, we aim to partition a long motif into several smaller blocks. Insertions or deletions of a large segment are allowed in between blocks, but not allowed within them. For example, the motif '
Each of these blocks can be treated as a small motif, but it should be remembered that these blocks are relevant to each other from the evolutionary point of view. For example, the motif blocks found by the mining server MAGIIC-PRO usually interact or cooperate with each other when proteins are folded or bind to other molecules (9, 10) . seeMotif can help to discover these relationships.
In seeMotif, a block match on the structure chains is assessed by two properties calculated from the local sequence alignment. An index named 'conservation score' is defined by the ratio of the number of exact matches and positive substitutions appearing on the non-wildcard positions to the number of all non-wildcard positions of a block in the consensus line of BLAST (32) output. In addition, a block is regarded as 'broken' if it is interrupted by a gap 'À' on the reference sequence.
Structure selection by homology seeMotif proposes a three-step procedure for structure selection through homology inference. The first step of the proposed approach involves pattern matching (described in the subsection 'Motif expression') to determine where the motifs are present in the reference sequence. The second step performs local sequence alignment using BLAST on the reference sequence against the set of protein chains in PDB structures. PDB structures containing at least one protein chain homologous to the reference sequence, defined by e-value <0.001, are then collected by seeMotif. Briefly speaking, for short motifs that might match too many unrelated proteins, this step helps to restrict the target list within homologues of the reference sequence. On the other hand, for longer or more specific motifs that match rare proteins, employing sequence alignment turns out to collect a larger set of potentially homologous structures for the next step than that obtained by performing conventional pattern matching.
With the results of the first and the second steps, a potential position mapping between a motif and a PDB chain can be constructed, even when the sequence is incomplete or has been mutated. The third step adopts two constraints to eliminate putative wrong position mappings: a block that has a conservation score <0.5 or is broken will be excluded in the result page of seeMotif. It should be noticed that the conservation score is calculated for each instance of a block, which means a motif or motif block might be present in one PDB chain but missing in another. This scenario increases the number of PDB structures selected by seeMotif while preserving the visualization quality.
Structure selection by interaction network
Investigations on linear motifs reveal that many of them occur in otherwise unrelated proteins (21) . To avoid missing putative structures when visualizing linear motifs, seeMotif provides another way for structure selection that utilizes a pre-constructed protein-protein interaction (PPI) network based on 7459 PDB complex structures. All the UniProt (33) IDs present in PDB structures with more than one protein chain are collected as vertices of the network, and a link is constructed between two vertexes as long as they co-occur in the same complex. When a user submits a reference sequence, either via a UniProt or PDB ID, seeMotif extracts all of its binding partners in the PPI network and the associated complexes containing any of these binding partners. Afterward, pattern matching is performed on all the protein chains from the selected complexes, but not the binding partners of the reference protein. In this way, sequence motifs that have arisen convergently might have chances to be visualized among unrelated proteins for further sequence or structural characterization.
WEB INTERFACE
In the input page of seeMotif, users can specify the query motifs in a text field. Distinct motifs should be separated by a blank space. Various pattern formats, including POSIX regular expression, PROSITE patterns and the entry IDs of motif databases, can be used to specify a sequence motif. Moreover, seeMotif provides a simple format for pointing out a block by positions directly. For example, '165-214' indicates the segment of the reference sequence from its 165th to 214th positions. Motifs described by hidden Markov model (HMM) profiles such as that of Pfam (34) or consensus sequences derived from results of multiple sequence alignments should also be specified in this way. The reference sequence can be specified in three ways, using a UniProt accession number or entry name, providing a PDB ID along with a chain number, or typing in the protein sequence in FASTA format directly. Moreover, seeMotif accepts the search result pages of databases ELM and MnM or the mining results of MAGIIC-PRO and SLiMDisc as the input by using the technique called bookmarklet. Detailed information can be found on the web site of seeMotif.
Before the result page is presented, seeMotif uses an intermediate web page for reexamining the query and setting options. In this page, the users are requested to specify the approach of selecting structures. In the result page, seeMotif maps all the motifs onto the structures collected from PDB through the desired approach. There are two visualization modes in the result page: multi-motif and single-motif. In multi-motif mode, multiple motifs can be visualized simultaneously in distinct colors. It might happen that more than one motif can match the same residues of the reference sequence, resulting in conflicts when assigning colors. In this regard, overlaps between motifs should be detected before coloring the residues.
In multi-motif mode, only one matched position is considered for each motif block at a time. seeMotif enumerates all the combinations of motif matching and users can switch among them via a drop-down list. Once the positions of motif blocks are selected, motif blocks that overlap on the reference sequence are assigned with the same color to show their relationships. On the other hand, a block without overlapping with the others can be colored in two ways: (i) the simpler one-blocks belonging to the same motif have a single color; (ii) the more complex one-each of the blocks has its own color. In single-motif mode, the adopted coloring scheme is simple. Each motif takes a distinct color, and for the selected motif all the matched positions are shown simultaneously. Multi-block motifs are excluded from the list, since it would be too complicated to show all the occurrences at the same time. The matched residues on the collected PDB chains are colored in agreement with the reference sequence to show their correspondences. Once the visualization method is selected, seeMotif generates a list of the collected protein structures for selection and equips a Jmol plug-in (available at http://www.jmol.org/) for rendering the selected protein structure. In addition, the domain information from Pfam is considered for further filtering unwanted matches. When users decide to see only motifs outside a domain, blocks having any positions inside a domain are excluded. Conversely, when users decide to see only motifs inside a domain, only blocks having all positions inside a domain are reserved. Users can just turn off this filter by selecting the option 'both are fine'. Screenshots and more detailed explanations of how to use these facilities for exploring and visualizing motifs can be found in the following section.
EXAMPLES
With a sequence of interest, researchers can conduct motif discovery through motif discovery web servers or standalone command-line tools. Usually a set of homologous sequences of the query protein is required during motif discovery process. This is often achieved by performing sequence alignment tools against existing sequence databases like UniProt. Alternatively, some motif discovery servers ask for the sequence set for computation directly from the users. In addition to finding potential motifs from scratch, users also frequently exploit pattern matching utilities provided by curated motif databases such as PROSITE and ELM. In this section, we use the protein Subtilisin NAT of Bacillus (UniProt entry P35835) as an example to demonstrate what seeMotif can do with the sequence motifs discovered by computational tools or extracted from motif databases described above.
In Table 1 , we show seven sequence motifs, two discovered by mining algorithms and five from databases. seeMotif accepts patterns of different styles in a single query. We can send a query by using a combination of the three-block motif from MAGIIC-PRO along with the polypeptide QDGSSHGTHVAGTIAALNNSIGVLGVA PSASLYAVKVLDSTGSGQYSWII that GLAM2 (35) reports as the region of the best motif it found. This one-block motif can be specified alternatively by its range on the reference sequence, 165-214. It is shown in Figure 1 that both the first block of the first motif and the second motif match the segment 'HGTHVAG' of the reference sequence. Namely, these two blocks are overlapping. This is why they share the same color in multi-motif visualization mode. As shown in the structure view embedded in Figure 1 , all the motif blocks used are related to the catalytic site, though some position mutations are observed in the longest block (area marked with the number '5' in Figure 1 ). There are more than 100 structures found in PDB for this query. Each contains at least one protein chain homologous to the reference sequence. A sequence alignment view showing the correspondences between the reference sequence and the collected PDB chains can be found by clicking an external link, named 'sequence alignment', provided above the structure panel.
Next, we attempt to examine more patterns listed in Table 1 in a single run of seeMotif, where the three PROSITE patterns can be quickly specified by using PROSITE IDs PS00136, PS00137 and PS00138. In the intermediate page, it is warned that only up to five motifs can be visualized in a single run owing to performance consideration. We unselected the PROSITE pattern PS00136, added the ELM motif 'LIG_SH2_SRC' and then submitted the query (subfigure marked with the number '5'). When visualizing the motifs in multimotif mode, overlapping motif blocks are plotted in the same colors. In this example, as shown in Figure 2 (area marked with the number '2'), two combinations of position mappings are identified by seeMotif for multi-motif mode. These two mapping possibilities are owing to the multiple matches of the short motif from ELM database, 'Y[QDEVAIL] [DENPYHI] [IPVGAHS]'. Once the mapping combination is changed, all the motifs will be re-mapped on the reference sequence as well as in the structure panel. In the structure panel, structures are by default sorted by the e-values reported from execution of BLAST. seeMotif provides three additional strategies to reorder the structure list. If the users are interested in knowing whether the motifs play an important role 
in binding other molecules, it is suggested to sort the structures by the nearest distance between any matched positions to any ligands or small ions found in the structures. Another way to explore the structures is sorting them by the total number of positions matched by the motifs (#MR as the column name). Finally, structures can also be sorted according to the proportion of surface residues among the set of matched residues (%Sur). How the motifs interact with each other in space can be viewed in the structure panel. Furthermore, it is shown in Figure 2 that seeMotif can show the motifs on more than one chain in the same PDB structure. This facility is particularly useful when studying quaternary structures and can be easily extended to exploring protein-protein interactions.
In the last example, we demonstrate how to use the option structure selection through interaction network. In this example, the SV40 large T antigen (UniProt ID: P03070) is used as the reference sequence. With the reference sequence, seeMotif identifies its binding partner (P06400) and finds two complex structures (1GH6 and 1GUX) containing P06400. After that, the motif 'L.C.E' is used to scan the binding partners of P06400 in these two structures and successfully found two protein chains (1GH6:A and 1GUX:E) to visualize the motif.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
In this article, we present the seeMotif server that aims to visualize sequence motifs on 3D structures related to a given reference protein. seeMotif provides an easy-to-use interface for submitting motifs in different formats. Visualizing the spatial characteristics of motifs in an interactive way and exploring the relationships between motifs in different structures largely help to understand how a cluster of particular residues affects protein functions. seeMotif will be regularly updated based on the newest release of UniProt, PROSITE, ELM and PDB databases. Furthermore, how to exploit seeMotif in detecting protein-protein and protein-DNA interactions deserves further studies in the future.
